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Significance of overall problem and Long-range objectives
Importance du probl~me dans son ensemble et objectifs a long terme

The potential doses resulting from non-fixed contamination on spent fuel casks are a cause of significant concern among the general public. Since

the allowable levels of contamination are already very low, It is highly desirable to thoroughly assess the doses that could arise as a result of

transport. Additionally, the doses that nuclear power plant workers receive while decontaminating the casks can be significant due to the dose rates

in the areas that they must work. An assessment of altemative contamination limits is needed to ensure that overall doses are being optimized. The

causes for contamination on spent fuel casks and methods for minimizing it will be investigated since the avoidance of contamination problems will

contribute significantly to reducing the problem.

The long-range objectives are to: provide information on the causes for contamination on spent fuel casks and methods for minimizing this; and,

perform assessments of the doses to nuclear power plant workers, conveyance loading personnel, transport workers and the public resulting Irom

surface contamination at various levels.

The focus of US participation in the CRP will involve three areas of investigation that will result in contamination-related research results that can be

integrated into the overall IAEA project. US interest in this area relates to spent fuel packages that due to their size and weight are handled by
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mechanical means. It is anticipated that other counlries Will undertake investigations related to manually handled packages (such as

radiopharmaceuticals) and in areas complimentary to those of the US.

Areas that have been Identified for Inclusion within the scope of US participation include:

I. Investigations into the relationships between contamination limits (for both fixed and non-fixed contamination) and the doses to workers at

nuclear power plants resulting from cask decontamination activities necessary to comply with these limits;

1.1. time and motion evaluations of survey and decontamination activities and dose rates in the vicinity of the spent fuel casks,

1.2. occupational doses (internal and external) resulting from decontamination activities performed on loaded spent fuel casks in order to

meet the current limits,
1.3. relationships between -achievable contarnination levels and resultant occupational exposures, and

1.4. normalization factors which can account for the effects of cask design (e.g., measures of ease of decontamination, surface area,

etc.) on occupational doses resulting from decontamination activities;

2. Investigations into the deposition of surface contamination on packages as a result of cask immersion in spent fuel pools and phenomena

related to the dispersion of contaminants into the environment during transport:

2.1. determining the mechanisms by which both fixed and non-fixed contamination are deposited on package surfaces and phenomena

which convert fixed contamination to non-fixed during transport (i.e., the cause of Kweeping");

2.2. investigating techniques to reduce contamination such as surface treatments (painting, plating, polishing, etc.); and,

2.3. effects of weathering (rain, snow, ice, etc.) and other factors in the disperson of surface contamination to the environment.

3. Development of dose pathway models to calculate exposures to transport workers and members of the public resulting from surface

contamination present during transport
3.1. Identification and determination of critical parameters for calculating potential doses to power plant workers during handling and

loading/unloading of the cask onto the conveyance and to transport workers and members of the public during transport. These

parameters include consideration of resuspension factors for contaminants on cask surfaces, external dose contributions from loaded

casks, transfer of contamination to accessible surfaces, etc.;
3.2. developing Q-system"-like dose pathways and exposure parameters which will allow calculation of potential doses to transport

workers and members of the public from given levels of contamination; and.
3.3. performing calculations to quantify the relationships between contamination levels and doses, Including consideration of multiple

journeys over the same routes and possible buildup of contaminants on conveyances and railwaysfhighways.

Work plan for the coming year
Programme de travail pour hannde A venir

Preliminary investigations will be undertaken in all three areas of research identified above.

Brief description of facilities available
Breve description des installations disponibles

Oak Ridge National Laboratory and Sandia National Laboratories have extensive facilities, however, most of this research will not require

specialized facilities.

Date at which project would commence
Dateh laquelle l'exdcution du projet commencerait

30 May 2001

It is understood that close contact would be maintained on matters of mutual interest and that our institute would participate In any exchange of

scientific information with other institutes participating In the project in this field. We would agree to furnish at the end of the year a technical report

on the work done, it being understood that this report may be in the form of a re-print, preprint, or report normally prepared for other purposes. The

information so provided may be made freely available throughout the world.

11 est entendu que nous malntiendrions des contacts dtroits sur toutes ls questions d'intdrAt mutual et quo notre institut participerait aux 6changes

de renseignernents scientitiques qui pourraient avoir lieu entries instituts qw prnnent pait a I'xdcution du pret do travaux cans co domains.

Nous acceptanons de sounetfre a la fin de lI'annde un rapport technique sur les travaux executds, Otant entendu qua ce rapport pourrait Atre

prdsentd sous la forma dun tire i parl d'un avant-titage ou d'un rapport rMdigA normalement A d'autres fins. Les renseignements ainsi foumis

pourralent Atre diffuses librement dans to monde entier.
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